ECCO BASE
FOR AUTOMATIC GUN ECCO 68AS

MANIFOLD FOR GUN ECCO68AS - ALL SETTINGS IN THE MANIFOLD
As a very important complement to the new automatic low pressure
spray gun ECCO 68AS, we are introducing the new smart and flexible
manifold ECCO BASE!
ECCO BASE is availible i 4 different versions, all with different features and
adjustments to control the spraying process. This gives the flexibility to
choose the correct control level for each unique application. Since the
same gun type is used for all manifolds, spare guns can easy be kept
on stock. We have kept the gun itself robust and simple, and instead we
have placed all settings in the manifold. Once you have made your optimal settings you can keep them, also when changing the gun for maintenance. You get a stable and precise spraying result every time!
ECCO BASE VERSIONS
E68 Base B - B for Basic, therefore this manifold has no regulators.
E68 Base A - A for Air since the fan air can be adjusted
Ecco Base F - F for Fluid and then the fluid, or paint can ge adjusted.
Ecco Base AF - AF for both Air and Fluid control. The most advanced manifold
where you can adjust fan air and the flow of paint or other fluid.

TECHNICAL DATA
- Air channels
- Paint channels
- Paint connection hose
- Air connection hose
- Air consumption
- Gun diameter
- Weight gun / gun+manifold
- Max size (width x height x length)

Ø 5,8 mm
Ø 6 mm
Ø 8/6
Ø 10/8 and 8/6
max 980 lit./min.
Ø 41mm
460g / < 800g
75 X 75 X 130 mm

Ordering numbers and prices
Designation

Ecco 68AS
Ecco 68AS

Description
Gun with fluid nozzle & needle in SS
Gun with fluid nozzle & needle in TC

Ordering No.
8611 6168 XY
8611 6168 XY

E68 base B
E68 base A
E68 base F
E68 base AF

Manifold w/o control (basic)
Manifold with Air Control
Manifold with Fluid Control
Manifold with Air & Fluid Control

6004 0348 61
6004 0348 62
6004 0348 63
6004 0348 64
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